
Monday 
22.6.20

X=5
Y=6
So the 
coordinates are
(5,6)

To remember how to read coordinates there is a well known 
saying ‘Along the corridor and up the stairs’. The corridor 
represents the x-axis and the stairs represent the y-axis.

Watch the clips
https://watchkin.com/7eb787968f 
(only need to watch to 3min20)

https://watchkin.com/7eb787968


Which of the numbers represents the 
movement in the direction of the x-
axis (from the origin)? 
Which of the numbers represents the 
movement on the y-axis (from the 
origin)?
Does it matter which way around 
coordinates are written?
Look at the point I have marked, what 
are the coordinates of this point?
If I moved the point one place to the 
left, what would be different about 
the coordinates?
If I moved the point down one, what 
would be different about the 
coordinates?



Choose one of the following Emoji Coordinates to 
complete.
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Tuesday https://watchkin.com/288ecf8906
https://watchkin.com/a5535bec98

Watch the clips

Complete the fluency questions on the next slide and then 
choose one of the activities from slides 17-19 to complete 
depending on how confident you feel.
Can you answer the reasoning and problem-solving questions 
on slide 23?

https://watchkin.com/288ecf8906
https://watchkin.com/a5535bec98


• When I reflect something, 
what changes about the 
object? Is it exactly the same?

• What are the coordinates of 
this point? If I reflect it in the 
mirror line, what are the new 
coordinates?

• If I reflect this point/shape in 
a vertical/horizontal mirror 
line, what will happen to the 
x-coordinate/y-coordinate?
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Wednesday

Watch the clip
https://watchkin.com/2b3ab49602

https://watchkin.com/2b3ab49602


• What is the x-coordinate for this 
vertex? What is the y-
coordinate for this vertex?

• If we look at this point, where 
will its new position be on the 
image, when it is reflected? 
What’s different about the 
coordinates of the object 
compared to the coordinates of  
the image?

• Do you always need to use a 
mirror? How else could you 
work out the coordinates of 
each vertex?
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Thursday

Watch the clip
https://watchkin.com/b1595d0e87

Complete the fluency questions on the next slide 
and then choose one of the activities from slides 
40-42 to complete depending on how confident 
you feel.
Can you answer the reasoning and problem-
solving questions on slides 46 & 47?

https://watchkin.com/b1595d0e87


• What does translate mean?
• Look what happens when I 

translate this shape. What 
has happened to the shape? 
Have the dimensions of the 
shape changed? Does it still 
face the same way?

• Are there any other ways I 
can get the shape to this 
position?
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Shape C has been 
translated 6 left 
and 7 up.







Friday



• If we move this point down, 
what will happen to its 
coordinates? What if it moves 
up?

• If I move the point two right, 
what will happen to the 
coordinates?

• If these are the translated 
coordinates, what were the 
original coordinates?
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Vertex c has been translated 2 
right and 3 up.
A = (3,8)
B = (5,8)
C = (3,5)
D = (5,5)
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